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Sci-Fi Original: The Observer Effect

Minute as its impact may be in our physical universe, the fact of quantum entanglement is this:
If one logically inexplicable thing is known to
exist, then this permits the existence of all logically inexplicable things.

solitude there, a time of healing for him after accidently
The man had stolen bread from the PX and ran from

– Brian McGreevy, Hemlock Grove
Jake nodded; he raised his hands to describe the box he
had held in the dream, the one with the sounds of breath-

The Accident
6:02 am
PDX Airport

“Dammit!” Jake exclaimed, wiping up

Jake straightened his badge as he
The TSA supervisor would be onsite
already as always, but it wasn’t about

He was sure that his coworkers would

you’re ready to test it, I’d like to get scanned
As he did each and every day, Father
Joe raised his hands above his head as the

It didn’t help that the dream was still
right here at work, only something in
than anything, Jake still carried with
him the overpowering sensation that he
As he took his seat at the body scanner controls, Jake wondered if he had
made a mistake downloading the Shad-

The monochrome readout was always the

“This scanner is hosed,” Jake said out
tioned his colleague Jenkins across the
checkpoint to take his station and then he

very exciting — technology that enabled people to rememping a few characters into his smart phone in the middle of
-

of this thing?”
Jenkins shook his head and returned to his post as Jake

“You look tired, Jake,” said Father Joseph as he entered
“Care for a Hair Bender Americano?”
A gaunt man in his sixties, the priest had struck up quite

The Heist
6:20 am
Elephant’s Deli

his Stumptown coffee from downtown, and by bringing
Jake an extra, he was able to smuggle in his own cup each

“Security is all about degrees of belief,” Pritis told his

would often talk over coffee during breaks, and Jake liked

always want themselves and their stuff to be safe, but they

MP in the Balkans he had wandered from job to job, moonPrint ‘n Fly
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He was hungry and his bare feet were cold on the pavewas still dark and the boy’s black clothes and hoodie were
Pritis parked the Subaru in the back corner of the lot

The Dark Gravity Experiment
7:30 am
Cloud Labs International

I can’t leave it on for too long as this thing has incredible

-

Pritis activated the jammer and kept a close eye on his

-

to break four windows and grab the baggage in the back of
bear to deal with all the preprocessing data you supplied,

“

What power at a distance,” he
thought to himself as the street lights
went out around him. “This device is
almost like a shadow that turns on its
source.

“

He opened the hatch for Kotas and the boy ran up and
-

play of the company’s cloud software, a marvel of technology that automated the process of turning thousands of

my experiment won the contest, especially considering the
“Yes, we were very impressed with your algorithms,

“Dad, you never told me what really happened to
this simulation, we will be able to compare it to measured
results that have been sealed away and encrypted in this
The look on Justin’s face told the doctor he did not unPritis felt his voice trail off and they continued on in si-

out the window and watched the long dirt road that lead
The Escape
6:22 am
Good Sam Mental Ward
still dark outside and usually the meds kept him out until

server Effect?”
“You mean, where the act of observing has an effect on
the outcome?”
or disproving, is the presence of an observer outside of our
Justin thought hard about what the Doctor was say-

-

gravity, the universe would have collapsed upon itself

past the reception desk and out the door into the pale be-
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can feel its effects, but graviton particles themselves have
esizes that the full strength of gravity is an effect that we
cannot observe directly because it is outside of the mem“Through the massive computational power and memory of you’re quantum supercomputer, I will be able to
run a complete simulation of the Big Bang, including the
when I compare these results to the recently measured re-

where is this vault you speak of?”
Redshift
7:56 pm
PDX Airport, Checkpoint Charlie
Jake arrived early for the extra shift he picked up from
one of the other Agents, a nice lady named Marge who
ner from Mason, kind of a squirrelly kid with thick glasses

“The answer to what, exactly?”
proves that there is an Observer Effect, then I intend to

been a hell of day, what with happened to the priest and

okay?”

The Visitor
8:03 am
Home of Pritis Admonics

“

It was time to turn on the jammer,
which then blinked away as it activated. Everything within a line of sight
was going dark.

“

this mighty machine you have conjured up will prove, or

Pritis grabbed the gym bag from the car and entered his
fence was unwilling to take most of the booty from the car

heart attack or something because he was slumped over,

he let out a sigh with the notion of having to sell the rest
of this stuff to the invariable idiots that bought such things

Jake felt the shock of his friend’s death wash over him
“Is he gone, kid? Did they haul him out of here?”

-

-

Almost instinctively, Pritis pulled the switchblade from

backed up already half way to Starbucks and then all the
“Red scans you say? Is it working now?”

Garth stepped out the shadows, his bare feet cold on

passengers started arriving for the C3 gate, the thing just

the knife in Pritis’ hand as something he thought he ought

“You’re saying all the scans from C1 were red?”
The kid nodded and returned to the scanner controls for
Jake thought of the blurry red scan of his now deceased

“You’re looking for aphone?” Pritis replied, seeing the
a phone in my house!”
Garth stared straight ahead and felt his balance shifting
-

As he rounded the corner, C1 was empty except for the
just in time to see the Sun Gold Airways jet streak off into
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The Phone Call
8:05 PM
Cloud Labs International
Justin got a text from his head engineer that the simu-

As he was making his way down the hall toward the

open his eyes and see the contents, he heard the sound of
he turned and forced his eyes open to the golden morn-

“Garth? Garth, what are you doing? You always call on

looked up to see that his hands were raised above the bed
as if he was still holding something, something that had

“Garth, where are you? Where is the police station??
A hooded man entered the lab carrying a small black
but the Doctor barely seem to hear him and continued to
The Shadow Turns
8:15 pm
Outside Cloud Labs International
Pritis parked his Suburu in the shadows of an oak tree

“Have you?”
Brandt heard the ping from his laptop that signaled
stranger, he looked down to see the simple binary results
He felt his breath escape as he froze there in that mo-

He hated such noises, as they reminded him of huddling
The roar of the jet began to subside now as he looked up
to Western sky to see the Sun Gold airliner banking away
-

Puzzled by the man’s reaction, Pritis walked around the
desk to see what the man in the lab coat was staring at on

there were at least three of them trained on the parking

“What power at a distance,” he thought to himself as
-

A noise outside slipped in through the open door beting louder each second with the Doppler resonance of the
Blueshift, something hurtling down upon them at incredIn that moment of understanding, Pritis recalled his

The Observer Effect
8:25 pm
Cloud Labs Mission Control
About the Author

and he found his mind wandering back to the dream that
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